
  

 

Coronavirus – Update from Falck Global Assistance    

Update 3: 26.01.2020  

Since our last update at the 24th of January 2020 the Coronavirus have on two days 

developed, spread, and claimed more casualties. The death toll by the virus has by time of 

writing, the 26th of January, risen to 56 with at least 2000 infected by the virous which is a 

doubling on two days. Several foreign ministries worldwide now advice that all but essential 

travel to the epicenter of the virous, the Hubei province, should be defected, and travelers 

already in the area should leave. 

 The list of affected countries has now expanded to include both Canada, Australia 

and France. However, the WHO has not changed their stand and a public health emergency is 

still not in effect. In most of the world the risk of getting infected by the virous is considered to 

be low.  

The Chinese government continue to see the threat from the Coronavirus as 

serious, as can be seen in the closing of tourist attractions such as the forbitten city, the great 

wall, and Shanghai Disneyland. Furthermore, they have imposed a travel ban in the Hubei 

province which is affecting 56 million people. A travel ban of this size is new and it is unknown 

how effective it will be. The United States of America is preparing to evacuate their diplomats 

out of the Wuhan on Tuesday the 28th of January. 

Airports are still exercising screening procedures to detect passengers from China 

with a fever that are potentially infected with the virus. A vaccine is under development, but it 

is a long-term process and it is unsure whether it can be ready within the current year. The 

people that is considered at greatest risk are those whose immune system is already 

weakened. 

Advice for travelers and companies: 

- Avoid all travel to the Hubei Province and non-essential travel to China. 

- Expect travel disruptions and plan accordingly. 

- Monitor updates regarding potential restrictions on transport in China and Asia in 

general, and follow the advice given by authorities. 

- Seek immediate medical attention if you or your co-travellers experience any of the 

following symptoms: runny nose, cough, headaches, fever and/or shortness of breath. 

- Travellers should exercise suitable sanitary precautions incl. regularly washing hands 

and avoid contact with stray animals. 

 


